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Abstract

Word Space Models use distributional similar-
ity between two words as a measure of their
semantic similarity or relatedness. This dis-
tributional similarity, however, is influenced
by the type of context the models take into
account. Context definitions range on a con-
tinuum from tight to loose, depending on the
size of the context window around the target or
the order of the context words that are consid-
ered. This paper investigates whether two gen-
eral ways of loosening the context definition
— by extending the context size from one to
ten words, and by taking into account second-
order context words — produce equivalent re-
sults. In particular, we will evaluate the per-
formance of the models in terms of their abil-
ity (1) to discover semantic word classes and
(2) to mirror human associations.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Word Space Models (Landauer and
Dumais, 1997; Schütze, 1998; Padó and Lapata,
2007; Baroni et al., 2007) have become the stan-
dard NLP answer to any question concerning lexical
semantics. Be it query expansion, automated essay
rating, thesaurus extraction, word sense disambigua-
tion or question answering, Word Space Models are
readily applied to the task at hand. Their success al-
most makes us forget that the word space approach
itself presents us with a number of questions. For
instance: what kind of semantic relations are cap-
tured by these models? Is it semantic similarity —
as between car and truck — or more topical related-
ness — as between car and road? Moreover, what is

the influence of all parameters involved — from the
definition of context to the similarity measure used
to compare the context vectors of two words? In this
paper, we will focus on the precise definition of con-
text that the models use and investigate its effect on
the semantic relations that they find.

1.1 Word Space Models

In order to get at the semantic relatedness between
two words, word space approaches model their use.
They do so by recording in a so-called context vec-
tor the contextual features that each word co-occurs
with in a corpus. For instance, first-order bag-of-
word models simply keep track of the context words
that appear within a context window of n words
around the target (Gale et al., 1994; Levy and Bul-
linaria, 2001; Bullinaria and Levy, 2007). This im-
plies that two words are similar when they often co-
occur with the same context words. The tightest def-
inition of context for bag-of-word models restricts
itself to one word to the left and right of the tar-
get. Because this restriction may lead to data sparse-
ness, it is often loosened in one of two ways: either
the context window is stretched to a higher num-
ber of words around the target (Sahlgren, 2006), or
the models take into account not the direct context
words of the target, but the context words of these
context words (Schütze, 1998). In this paper, we
will investigate whether these two ways of loosen-
ing the context definition have the same influence
on the results of the Word Space Models.

Without any doubt, enlarging the context window
will change the type of features that the models are
based on. With just one word to the left and the



right of the target, an English noun will tend to have
mostly adjectives and verbs as contextual features,
for instance. Most of these context words will more-
over be syntactically related to the target. If we ex-
tend the window size to five words, say, the noun’s
context vector will look very different. Not only are
other nouns more likely to appear; the majority of
words will not be in a direct syntactic relation to
the target, but will merely be topically linked to it.
We can expect this to have an influence on the type
of semantic relatedness that the Word Space Models
distinguish.

This effect of context has obviously been noted
before. Sahlgren (2006) in particular observes that
in the literature, all sorts of context sizes can be
found, from fifty words to the left and right of
the target (Gale et al., 1994) via fifty words in to-
tal (Schütze, 1998) to a mere three words (Dagan
et al., 1993). Through a series of experiments,
Sahlgren was able to confirm his hypothesis that
large context windows tend to model syntagmatic
— or topical — relations better, while small con-
text windows are better geared towards paradigmatic
— similarity or antonymy — relations. In a similar
vein, we investigated the influence of several context
definitions on the semantic characteristics of a wide
variety of Word Space Models for Dutch (Peirsman
et al., 2007; Peirsman, 2008). We found that syntac-
tic models worked best for similarity relations, while
first-order bag-of-word approaches modelled human
associations better, among other things.

1.2 Research hypothesis

In line with Sahlgren (2006), our research hypothe-
sis is that tight context windows will give better re-
sults for semantic similarity, while looser context
windows will score higher with respect to more gen-
eral topical relatedness. ‘Loose’ here refers to the
use of a larger context window or of second-order
context words.

We will test this hypothesis through a number of
experimental tasks that have been released for the
ESSLLI 2008 Lexical Semantics Workshop. First,
section 2 will present the setup of our experiments.
Section 3 will then discuss three word clustering
tasks, in which the Word Space Models are required
to discover semantic word classes. In section 4, we
will investigate if the models are equally suited to

model free associations. Finally, section 5 will wrap
up with conclusions and an outlook for future re-
search.

2 Experimental setup

The data for our experiments was the British Na-
tional Corpus, a 100 million word corpus of British
English, drawn from across a wide variety of gen-
res, spoken as well as written. On the basis of this
corpus, we constructed fourteen Word Space Mod-
els, seven first-order and seven second-order ones.
Context size varied from 1 via 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 to 10
words on either side of the target.

We reduced the dimensionality of the context vec-
tors by treating only the 5,000 most frequent words
in the BNC as possible features — a simple, yet
popular way of dimensionality reduction (Padó and
Lapata, 2007). Although working with all fea-
tures could still improve performance (Bullinaria
and Levy, 2007), we feel confident that cutting off
at 5,000 dimensions has no direct influence on the
relationships between the models, and the semantic
relations they prefer. Semantically empty words in
our stop list were ignored, and all words were lem-
matized and tagged by their part of speech. In ad-
dition, we also used a cut-off that linearly increased
with context size. For context size n, with n words
on either side of the target word, we only took into
account a feature if it occurred at least n times to-
gether with the target word. This variable cut-off
keeps the number of non-zero cells in the word by
feature matrices from exploding for the larger con-
texts.

The context vectors did not contain the frequency
of the features, but rather their point-wise mutual in-
formation (PMI) with the target. This measure in-
dicates whether the feature occurs together with the
target more or less often than we would expect on
the basis of their individual frequencies. Finally, the
similarity between two context vectors was opera-
tionalized as the cosine of the angle they describe.

3 Task 1: Word Clustering

In Task 1, we tested the ability of our models to dis-
cover semantic classes for three types of words: con-
crete nouns, verbs, and a mixture of concrete and
abstract nouns. The data sets and their sources are



described on the website of the ESSLLI workshop.1

The set of concrete nouns consisted of words like
hammer, pear and owl, which our models had to
cluster into groups corresponding to a number of se-
mantic classes. The output was evaluated at three
levels. The most fine-grained class distinctions were
those between tools, fruit, birds, etc. — six clusters
in total. Next, we checked the models’ ability to rec-
ognize the differences between artifacts, vegetables
and animals. Finally, animals and vegetables had to
be combined into one natural category.

The second test set consisted of a mixture of con-
crete and abstract nouns — truth and temptation ver-
sus hammer and eagle, for instance. Here, the mod-
els were simply required to make the distinction be-
tween concrete and abstract — a task they were well
capable of, as we will see.

The final test set contained only verbs. Again the
models were evaluated several times. At the first
stage, with nine clusters, we checked for the distinc-
tion between verb classes like communication (e.g.,
speak), mental state (e.g., know) and body action
(e.g., eat). At the second stage, with five clusters,
the categories were reduced to the likes of cognition
and motion.

The vectors output by the models were clustered
with the repeated bisections algorithm implemented
in CLUTO (Karypis, 2003). This is a so-called par-
titional algorithm, which starts with one large clus-
ter that contains all instances, and repeatedly divides
one of its clusters in two until the requested number
of clusters is reached. The resulting clusters are then
evaluated against two measures: entropy and purity.

The entropy of cluster Sr of size nr is defined as
follows:

E(Sr) = − 1
log q

q∑
i=1

ni
r

nr
log

ni
r

nr
(1)

Here, q is the number of word classes in the data
set, and ni

r the number of words of class i in clus-
ter r. As always, entropy expresses the uncertainty
of a cluster — the degree to which it mixes up sev-
eral categories. The lower the entropy, the better the
cluster.

Purity, next, is the portion of the cluster taken up
by the largest class in that cluster:

1http://www.wordspace.collocations.de/doku.php/esslli:start
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Figure 1: Performance of the Word Space Models in the
6-way concrete noun clustering task.

P (Sr) =
1
nr

max
i

(ni
r) (2)

The higher the purity of a given cluster, the better.
The entropy and purity values of the total solution
are simply the sums of the individual cluster scores,
weighted according to cluster size.

3.1 Results

By way of example, Figure 1 shows the performance
of the models in the 6-way concrete noun clustering
task. A number of observations we can make here
apply to all results in this section. First, the purity
and entropy of the models are almost perfect mir-
ror images of one another. Second, the performance
of the first-order models is clearly superior to that
of the second-order ones. Purity lies considerably
higher; entropy much lower. Third, our expectation
that performance would decrease with larger con-
texts is not fully borne out. For the first-order mod-
els, the ideal context size seems to be two words on
either side of the target. For the second-order mod-
els, it is four. This best second-order approach, how-
ever, gives results far lower than the least successful
first-order wordspace. In the rest of this section we
will therefore focus on the performance of the first-
order models only. The results of the second-order
approaches were invariably inferior and, because of
this lack of quality, often hard to interpret.

Table 1 gives the performance of the first-order



concrete nouns concrete – abstract verbs
n 6 3 2 2 9 5

E P E P E P E P E P E P

10 .26 .73 .54 .71 .97 .59 .18 .97 .44 .53 .41 .64
7 .28 .73 .27 .86 .97 .57 .00 1.0 .41 .56 .39 .69
5 .31 .71 .35 .82 .95 .61 .00 1.0 .41 .56 .39 .69
4 .28 .73 .54 .71 .96 .61 .00 1.0 .44 .51 .39 .69
3 .26 .77 .54 .71 .97 .59 .00 1.0 .42 .56 .54 .56
2 .23 .82 .34 .84 .55 .86 .00 1.0 .48 .47 .63 .56
1 .29 .77 .50 .75 .98 .57 .00 1.0 .42 .53 .51 .60

Table 1: Performance of the first-order Word Space Models in the word clustering tasks.

Word Space Models on the three clustering tasks,
for each of the pre-specified numbers of clusters.
It is hard to pin down an overall best context size:
only the smallest and biggest windows under inves-
tigation never gave the best results. Let us first dis-
cuss the concrete noun clustering task. Here the
systems were evaluated at three steps of their out-
put. Their performance clearly deteriorates with
each step. With six clusters, the most successful
model is that with context size 2. It gives an av-
erage entropy of .23 and an average purity of .82.
For the three-way clustering task, however, context
size 7 unexpectedly gives the best results. We will
see why this happens below. At the final evaluation
stage, context size 2 is again distinctly in first po-
sition, as the only model that manages to come up
with a decent clustering.

The division between concrete and abstract
nouns, by contrast, is made much more easily. In
fact, six out of seven first-order models are able to
perfectly retrieve the two classes in the Gold Stan-
dard. The model with context size 10 makes a few
mistakes here and there, but still finds a reasonable
clustering. The verb clustering task, finally, seems
to be of average difficulty. In general, intermediate
context windows perform best.

3.2 Error analysis

Let us now take a closer look at the results. Again we
start with the concrete noun subtask. At a first level,
the models were required to distinguish between six
possible classes. Broadly speaking all models here
have the same three difficulties: (1) they are often
not able to distinguish between vegetables and fruit,

(2) they confuse some of the ground animals with
birds, and (3) the tools are scattered among several
clusters. Context size 1 makes a separate category
for screwdriver, chisel, knife and scissors, for in-
stance. The larger context sizes tend to put spoon,
bowl, cup and bottle in a separate cluster, some-
times together with a number of animals or kinds
of fruit. At the later stages, a hard core of artifacts
seems to be easily grouped together, but the natural
kinds (animals and fruit or vegetables) are still much
harder to identify. Here and there a kitchen cluster
that combines several types of tools, fruit and veg-
etables might be discerned instead of the Gold Stan-
dard grouping, but this is obviously open to interpre-
tation.

The good performance of context size 2 in
semantic similarity tasks has been observed be-
fore (Sahlgren, 2006). This is no doubt due to the
fact that it combines useful information from a num-
ber of sources: a noun’s adjectives, verbs of which
it is the subject, and those of which it fills the object
position. This last source of information is often ab-
sent from context size 1, at least when the noun is
preceded by an article.

With three clusters, we observed that context size
7 suddenly outperforms this seemingly ideal config-
uration. This actually appears to be a question of
chance. The main reason is that with six clusters,
the model with context size 7 splits the ground ani-
mals and the birds evenly over two clusters. Because
of their similarity, these are merged correctly after-
wards. Context size 2 gives a far better classification
early on, but at the next stage, it recovers less well
from its few mistakes than context 7 does. It thus



looks like the high performance of context 7 may
partly be an artifact of the data set. Overall, context
size 2 still seems the best choice for a classification
task of concrete nouns.

Let us now turn to the verb clustering task. At the
lowest level, the models were asked to produce nine
clusters. The models with intermediate context sizes
performed best, although the differences are small.
This might be due to the fact that verb clustering
benefits from information from a large number of ar-
guments to the verb: subjects and objects as well as
prepositional and adverbial phrases. Note that verb
classification seems harder than the noun clustering
tasks. The boundaries between the classes are in-
deed more subtle and fuzzy here. Differences, for
instance, between change location (as in move), mo-
tion direction (as in arrive) or motion manner (as in
run) are often too small to discover on a distribu-
tional basis.

In this analysis, we regularly mentioned syntac-
tically related words as interesting sources of se-
mantic information. We can therefore expect a
model that takes into account these syntactic rela-
tions (Padó and Lapata, 2007; Peirsman, 2008) to
outperform the simple bag-of-word approaches in
these tasks. For the time being, such a model is out-
side the scope of our investigation, however.

4 Task 2: Free Associations

Of course, two words can also be related across se-
mantic classes. Doctor is linked to hospital, for in-
stance, even though the former refers to a human be-
ing and the latter to a building. Similarly, car and
drive are associated, despite the fact they belong to
different parts of speech. In this second task, we will
try and investigate the degree to which our models
are able to capture this type of semantic relatedness,
by comparing their nearest neighbours for a target
word with the results from a psycholinguistic exper-
iment in which people were asked to give an associ-
ation for each cue word they were presented with.

Both training and test sets consist of a number of
cue word – association pairs. All words occurred
in at least fifty BNC documents. It was now the gen-
eral task of our Word Space Models to automatically
find the associate for each cue word. This differs
considerably from the previous task: whereas word

clustering requires the Word Space Models only to
consider the words in the test set, now they have to
compare the targets with a far larger set of words.
We chose to use the 10,000 most frequent words in
the BNC as potential associates, including semanti-
cally empty words, plus those associates in the test
set that did not survive the cut-off at 10,000 words.
Even though the words in the training and test set
were not tagged for part of speech, our Word Space
Models did take these tags into account. Each cue
word therefore automatically received its most fre-
quent part of speech in the BNC.

For each of the cue words in the test set, we
had the Word Space Models recover the 100 near-
est neighbours, in the same way as described in sec-
tion 2. Since this is an unsupervised approach, we
ignored the training set and worked on the test set
only. The performance of the models was expressed
by the average rank of the association in the list of
100 nearest neighbours to the respective cue word.
If the association did not appear in this list, it was
automatically given rank 101. Obviously, the lower
the score of the model, the better it is able to capture
the type of semantic relatedness this task represents.

We also added a different type of algorithm to
the experiment. Since we expected syntagmatic re-
lations to play an important role in human associa-
tions, we investigated if simple co-occurrence statis-
tics allow us to model the data better than the more
advanced Word Space Models. We therefore com-
puted the log-likelihood statistic between each cue
word and all potential associates, within a context
window of n words to the left and right of the cue.
We then simply selected the 100 words with the
highest log-likelihood scores.

4.1 Results

The results for the investigated models are presented
in Figure 2. Because of the cut-off values, the cov-
erage of our models was not always 100%. Context
size 10, for instance, fails to come up with nearest
neighbours for 7% of the words in the experiment.
This is due to a slight inconsistency between our
data and the Gold Standard. While we used a lem-
matized version of the BNC, the words in the Gold
Standard were not always lemmatized to the same
base. A good example is prepared: in the lemma-
tized BNC, this is generally reduced to prepare/VV,
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Figure 2: Performance of the Word Space Models in the
free association task: average rank of association.

so that prepared as an adjective occurs very infre-
quently. If a cue word was not covered, the example
automatically received rank 101.

A Friedman test confirms that there is indeed a
statistical influence of the type of model on per-
formance. Interestingly, the direct co-occurrence
statistics clearly outperform the Word Space Mod-
els. When they take into account seven words to the
left and right of the cue, they find the desired as-
sociation at rank 30, on average. By contrast, the
best first-order model (context size 5) only gives
this association at a mean rank of 47, and the best
second-order model performs even worse, with an
average rank of 66.5 for context size 2. Moreover,
the performance of the different context sizes seems
to contradict our initial research hypothesis, which
claimed that tight contexts should score better in
the clustering task, while looser context windows
should compare more favourably to free association
norms. Tests for multiple comparisons after a Fried-
man test showed significant differences between the
three types of models in the association task, but
hardly any significant differences between the sev-
eral context sizes. A detailed error analysis, how-
ever, adds some subtlety to this first impression.

4.2 Error analysis

To fully appreciate the outcome of the present task,
we need to look at the results of the models in
more detail. After all, semantically associated words

come in many flavours. Some words may be associ-
ated to their cue because they are semantically simi-
lar, others because they are part of the same concep-
tual frame, still others because they represent typical
collocations. This may explain the relatively low av-
erage ranks in Figure 2: each model could have its
own preference for a specific type of association. It
is therefore interesting to have a closer look at the
precise associations that are recovered successfully
by the different models.

Table 2 compares the results of the first-order
model with context size 1 to those of the first-order
model with context size 10. For both these mod-
els, it shows the twenty cue–association pairs with
the highest gain in ranks, as compared to the other
model. For instance, with a context size of 1, the as-
sociate of hard (soft) shows up 78 ranks higher than
with a context size of 10. This last model, however,
was able to recover the associate of wave (sea) at
rank four — the first does not find it.

Interestingly, the nature of the associations for
which the models display the highest difference in
ranks, varies from one model to the other. The
model with context size 1 tends to score comparably
well on associations that are semantically similar to
their target word. Many are (near-)synonyms, like
rapidly and quickly or astonishment and surprise,
others are antonyms, like hard and soft or new and
old, while still others are in a IS-A relationship, like
cormorant and bird. The associations for which the
larger context window scores far better are generally
of a completely different type. Here semantic sim-
ilarity forms the exception. Most associations are
topically related to their target word, either because
they belong to the same conceptual frame, as with
reflection and mirror or spend and money, or be-
cause they are typical collocates of their target word,
like twentieth and century or damsel and distress. Of
course, no clear line exists between the two cate-
gories, since frame-related words will often be col-
locates of each other.

This contrast is even more outspoken when we
compare the first-order model with context size 1 to
the best direct co-occurrence model. Among the as-
sociation pairs recovered by the latter but not by the
former are wizard–oz, salvation–army and trafal-
gar–square. This type of syntagmatic relatedness is
indeed seldom modelled by the word spaces.



strengths of context size 1 strengths of context size 10
cue asso diff cue asso diff cue asso diff cue asso diff

melancholy sad 100 glucose sugar 63 sill window 100 damsel distress 97
rapidly quickly 98 fund money 61 riding horse 100 leash dog 96
plasma blood 95 suspend hang 61 reflection mirror 100 consultant doctor 95

astonishment surprise 91 adequate enough 54 nigger black 100 pram baby 94
joyful happy 83 levi jeans 49 hoof horse 100 barrel beer 94
hard soft 78 sugar sweet 46 holster gun 100 twentieth century 91

cormorant bird 76 din noise 44 dump rubbish 100 handler dog 90
new old 70 no yes 42 spend money 98 scissors cut 80

combat fight 69 tumour brain 39 bidder auction 98 deck ship 75
wrath anger 64 weary tired 33 wave sea 97 suicide death 72

Table 2: Top twenty cue words and associations for which either the first-order model with context size 1 or that with
context size 10 scored better than the other.

Finally, when we put the first-order and second-
order models with context size 1 side to side, it be-
comes more difficult to discern a clear pattern. De-
spite the fact that second-order context words are an-
other way of loosening the definition of context, the
second-order model with context size 1 still appears
to have a preference for semantic similarity. In fact,
word pairs like companion–friend and chat–talk are
better covered here. As Figure 2 suggested, second-
order models thus seem to follow the behaviour of
the first-order approaches, even though they are con-
sistently less successful.

Our findings so far are confirmed when we look
at the parts of speech of the words that are recov-
ered as nearest neighbours to a given cue word. Ta-
ble 2 showed that for the smallest context window,
these nearest neighbours tend to belong to the same
part of speech as their cues. This does not hold
for the models with larger context sizes. In fact,
the table suggests that these sometimes even find
nearest neighbours that typically appear as an argu-
ment of their cue. Nice examples are dump–rubbish
or spend–money. We therefore calculated for each
model the proportion of single nearest neighbours
with the same part of speech as their cue. The re-
sults are given in Figure 3. It can clearly be seen that,
as the context grows larger, the Word Space Models
tend to find more neighbours with different parts of
speech. For the first-order model with context size
1, 83% of the nearest neighbours have the same part
of speech as their cue; for the model with context
size 10, this figure has dropped to 58%. The second-
order Word Space Models follow the behaviour of
the first-order ones here. Not surprisingly, the algo-
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Figure 3: Percentage of nearest neighbours with same tag
as their cue word in the free association task.

rithm that chooses associations on the basis of their
log-likelihood score with the target shows the re-
verse pattern. The larger the co-occurrence span, the
higher the chance of finding a word with the same
part of speech.

Overall, our findings demonstrate that human as-
sociations are a mixed bag of semantic similarity and
topical relatedness. Models with small contexts bet-
ter recover the former, those with large contexts have
a preference for the latter.

5 Conclusions and future work

Word Space Models have become an indispensible
tool in many computational-linguistic applications.
Yet, the NLP community is only slowly gaining in-
sight in the type of semantic information that gets



modelled by these approaches, and how this infor-
mation is influenced by the way the models opera-
tionalize the vague notion of context. While it has
previously been shown that first-order bag-of-word
models with small context sizes tend to best capture
semantic similarity (Sahlgren, 2006), this paper is
the first to compare two ways of loosening this con-
text definition. In particular, we contrasted larger
first-order context windows with second-order con-
text models, which model the meaning of a word in
terms of the context words of its context words, and
evaluated them through two series of experiments.

Our findings can now be summarized as follows.
(1) Overall, second-order bag-of-word models are
inferior to their first-order competitors. Switching
to second-order co-occurrence moreover does not
lead to an increased preference for syntagmatic rela-
tions. (2) With respect to semantic similarity, a con-
text window of size 2 gives the best results for noun
clustering. For verbs, the context is better stretched
to 4-7 words to the left and right of the target word.
(3) Even though there is only a minor impact of con-
text size on the overall performance in the free asso-
ciation task, small contexts display a preference for
semantic similarity, while large contexts model syn-
tagmatic relations better. However, the Word Space
Models here are clearly outperformed by direct co-
occurrence statistics.

Obviously, the Word Space Models under investi-
gation allow for much more variation than we have
been able to explore here. Syntactic models, for
instance, certainly deserve further investigation, as
in our papers on Dutch (Peirsman, 2008). More-
over, the question still remains why the second-order
contexts, despite their poor performance generally,
did score extremely well on a number of examples.
Is this coincidental, or could there be a pattern to
this set of cases? Either way, the intriguing varia-
tion across the results from the different Word Space
Models justifies further research in the precise rela-
tionship between distributional and semantic relat-
edness.
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